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This paper presents a study of Augmented Reality as one of the most innovative imaging

Innovative tools

technologies in construction´s design process. Unlike virtual reality, AR allows to overlap the

Augmented Reality

virtual image to the real world. Our proposal is to develop a document that acts as a User´s

Integrated Design Process

Manual of the building. The graphical data extracted from the AR experience provides the

Collaborative Design

necessary information to compose a building´s data warehouse once it is finished.

Construction Industry

The AR approach allows the parties involved on a project team to use it as a bridge. It
provides the integration and the information exchange in a concisely and accurately way.
This dynamical communication allows each party to follow and participate of other relevant
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disciplines involved during the design process. The intention is to present a simulation that
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represents constructive elements of a finished building. We used an AR tool, three-
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dimensional modelling software and QR codes. Once those 3D´s models are available on the
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net, can be transported, displayed and updated. They are easily visualized by browsers of
Vigo

Augmented Reality through mobile devices (as they have a video camera, GPS and internet).
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Moreover there is a possibility that allow us to add a range of relevant information during the

Ingeniería”

development of the project. We could mention: geographical coordinates, urban data
volumes, solar energy studies, the relationship with the environment, access, simulation of
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materials, budget, etc.
Simulations were developed on a real construction project to check the possibilities of the AR
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in a - remote/ synchronous or live/ asynchronous - context. This tool behaving as a CSCW
has facilitated communication issues, the collaboration and the relationship of the parties.
We also present the results of system´s experiment, showing the possibilities to enforce this
technique and how it can be very helpful in supporting the building maintenance task.

1. Introduction

among architects, engineers, designers, providers or even

The emergences of Augmented Reality technology has

users. In this sense, agents can search and share a large

led to the development of more intuitive interfaces for

range of design ideas. Therefore they are able to

building design projects. An AR model would allow users

establish new working manners.

to orbit, interact and modify these augmented products
using digital interfaces. At the same time, users can

The Augmented Reality enables the spatial relationships

observe the real world and live the augmented design

between present and future elements, as well as the

experience applying communication tools.

benefits of communication. Thus collaborative design can
also be enhanced so that the quality of design and

There is thus a greater integration between designers and

products can best be achieved.

the general public, since the representations are easily
readable and have a support that does not requires

Come along with the specialties of architecture domain,

technical

and

the AR technology enables us to perform several useful

architecture. It can be used as a common language

and interesting applications. In fact, these were a lot of

software

inherent

of

engineering
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researches for the new ideas to be laid-out which were

Some similar systems have been presented by design

considered as integrations of AR and architecture field. [1]

researchers, otherwise in this paper includes additional

We propose another combination manner of the AR

features

assistance for collaborative design on construction´s

implementation. For example, the Luminous Table (H.

project, considering the earlier stage of building´s life

Ishii, et al, 2002) [2] and the Authur system (T. B.

cycle.

Moeslund, et al, 2004) [3] were known as the previous

for the

examples

user interface

and an

improved

of architectural collaborative which were

As we know, the design process is composed by activities

defined as the fusion conceptualities of the virtual-real

gathering various professionals working together in

working phases. Other researches have been developed

discussions and concepts. Once finished the works, each

as the Synthetic Reality, let by the claytronics group of the

of those specialist are responsible for their own project.

Carnegie Mellon University.

Immediately trough AR technologies they can control,
Users are able to explore and visualize the design model

observe, interact and follow project´s interventions.

since all the conception process using intuitive interfaces
The project management system linked to BIM promises

accessible to both professional and amateurs. The

to fulfil some gaps of the supply chain. When the

valuable results of an imagery based AR optical tracking

executive

always

method would help us to develop the achievements of this

differences between what has been done and what

work. Then it would be employed for the proposed

should be. With BIM it is expected to minimize this

implementation.

project

is

launched,

there

are

disparity between proposed project and execution. To
reduce these differences we propose the use of AR. The

3. System overview

updated information is extracted and the project´s

Augmented Reality system works on a combination of

modification is registered. In sequence the User´s Manual

digital information inserted in the real world. This system

can be edit ensuring a greater control of what has been

allows the user to experience them as one. An important

done.

particularity of AR is it´s property of locating virtual objects
in a specific place and position. This characteristic makes

2. Application on construction´s projects

the

An important area of interest for AR research on

components of an AR system.

Tracking

System

one

of

the

most

important

construction´s industry field has been related with
collaborative design applications. Multiple parties can

Basically, an AR system must be able to follow the user’s

interact simultaneously with virtual and real objects and

point of view dynamically and keep virtual objects aligned

make their contributions.

with real world elements. The basic components of an AR
system are a display, camera for images captures, and

When partners are dispersed in different geographical
locations, the AR can be used to provide more intuitive
information. Users would be also invited to work together
with other collaborators.
In the proposed system, AR-based design users can view
and redline the virtual models using intuitive interfaces.
With the virtual information augmented onto real context,
the AR can enhance the user´s perception of the real
building and it´s design; improve the interaction between
professionals and technology. With AR designers can
move around and see the physical world, while interacts
with virtual objects.
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computer installed application software, plus various
different kinds of hardware can be used, for example,
camera phones, smart phones, lap-tops, head-mounted
displays (HMD), Tablets and wearable computer systems.
In

case

of

construction

design

projects,

the

AR

applications can be very effective. An AR device allows
customers walk around and through on it´s supposed
house.

For

designers,

information

like

shadows,

accesses, insulation, environment or urbanism can be
uploaded into the virtual model. The attempt in this study
is that Augmented Reality behaves as technical assets of
the building. [4] As BIM is a digital prototype of the
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building, once finished the work the model can be

Furthermore, this is the moment that professionals have

updated and serves as a record of what was built.

the information needed to edit the digital prototype. This
will be the ideal source that we need to write the Manual.

4. Method
According to the Spanish Law of Construction Planning, is

The AR was applied in order to visualize the real situation,

mandatory to document all the descriptions of a new

to control where passes the hydraulic pipe. Knowing that

construction, a Building´s Book (Libro del Edificio). This is

is easier to carry out repairs. There would be no necessity

delivered to buyers for their information and subsequent

to break all the finish of the walls. Repair work would be

maintenance. This corresponds to written and graphic

cleaner, faster, affordable and more sustainable. To

document that record the history of the construction. It is

develop the images in AR we made use of QR codes.

useful document accountability in the moment that the
building generate problems during the work and it is
required ask for the responsible.

Although there are other technologies to explore the use
of Augmented Reality, but in this case we chose to use
the software ARmedia of Inglobe. The ARmedia is a

This Book act as a maintenance manual for building

plugin of Google Sketchup and works through views on

owners: the instructions for use and maintenance of the

QR codes. It is often used in industry by printed stickers

buildings and its facilities. Mandatory revisions are

pasted on the products. The QR thus behaves like a

indicated and convenient facilities – heating, plumbing,

hyperlink. The function of these labels on manufactured

materials to use in reforms, registry all modifications on

products can be since inventory control, until the

the project, identify the relationship of those involved in

maintenance of assembly phase.

the construction process. [5]

6. Interaction method using QR markers
For that to happen with greater accuracy, supervising

The principle in our study is the same that happen in the

work must be exhaustive and very well done, especially

general industry: to generate QR codes labels and apply

with a special control of the model to represent all the

them to the building (our product). Our scenario chosen to

alterations that were made in the original design. This

perform the simulation was a toilet and a kitchen. The

provides

responsible

images show the sanitary elements in vertical and

technician, once is known which modification where

horizontal plans. It is possible to visualize the real space,

realized and who has done it.

added with the augmented image of the pipe. At the

a

greater

guarantee

to

the

second simulation, the augmented image was of the
Once available, the construction could receive alterations

electric installation with the connection plug.

and maintenance works. Thinking in this direction, we
considered the possibility of using the Augmented Reality.

7. Implementation

The study was based on hydraulic and electrical facilities

To view the 3D model generated in the Sketchup

in an existent building. In spite of not having had the

program, a plug-in of AR media software was installed. It

opportunity to record the modification in execution phase,

was also necessary a web cam and a print code (marker)

we wondered if the simulation is feasible to view the

available on the website of the company.

facilities and if it´s really can be used to help maintenance
works.

5. Context
At the present time, there is a concern about the
agreement

between

project

and

execution.

Virtual

prototypes as BIM are being developed, but on
construction site 2D plans are being still used. To assist
the compatibilization task we consider that AR displays
can be very useful.
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Fig. 1 Default marker for AR-media™ Plugin/Player.

The operation of the system is described in the following
paragraphs. First the user has printed the markers used.
The 3D drawings were previously defined by the

Fig. 3 Work space: tracking simulation.

designer, in order to adapt it to the environment. It is
important to remember that this is a hypothetical essay. If
it was the real context, these features would be defined
by the information provided by the construction manager
obtained during the execution. So when the user walks
around the space, they take a series of capture marker
images with the web cam. At this moment the images in
3D can be seen, overlap the real image. The augmenting
system is started.
Fig. 4 Augmented view of plumbing with ARmedia.

While costs can be easily calculated, design decisions are
more complex. [6] They are often based on real models,
and their impact needs to be investigated, studied or
simulated. The decision process itself, however, is often
requiring a comprehensive mechanism to combine all
relevant information.
The AR technology aims to facilitate the identification of
effective decisions. Our approach here in this paper is
about a project concluded. It will not demand taking
decisions about conception design, but about
necessary modification

of

the

project

to

build

the
it.

Furthermore, it enables designers to participate into a
truly form of collaborative design, which is beyond the
mode of taking turns or individual creation.
Fig. 2 Real state of toilet.
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Fig. 7 Augmented view of electrical installation.
In the second simulation, the system procedure and the
printed QR code was the same. We expect to soon be
able to use lighter, flexible and portable components and
so being able to reduce the time required for preparation.
For optimal results, it would be necessary to dispose of
the BIM model linked to its geographical position and be
able to select each facility family as well as you need to
visualize. Consequently it can be published online at
Google Earth and manage these data from some kind of
Fig. 5 Model created first with Rhino, than transformed into

portable device. Some research has proposed the

sketchup file.

inclusion of 3D models in Google Earth, but to develop

The first step is performed by the designer. He has to set
up the model. Due to the designer´s preferences, the
model was shaped in Rhino, later imported to sketchup.
This does not influence on the result of the simulation, but
the model has to be open in Sketchup to use this version
of the Armedia plugin. The 3D model of each detailed
facility is in a separate file. It always has a real object
drawn to reference the right position of the camera. The
marker is fixed near the object allowing better tracking
results.

urban design. The issue we are looking for is to upload a
BIM model, and handle with a high level of detail.

8. Results
During this design activity of applying augmented reality
tools on facilities projects, engineers play an important
part. The designers play an important role that allows
them to interact with the virtual prototype. They are able to
modify the digital prototype thanks to AR tools. Also in
case of necessity, the intervention on the installation can
be easily done by employees.
Following this experiment, we intend to plan the design
activity leading to a knowledge management system. It is
supposed to help the actors to capitalize and re-use
knowledge during their future projects.
To enhance the collaborative design is then the possibility
to

transfer executable

files

to

web

formats.

The

advantages are: mobility, possibility of constant updating
and visualization, integration of exhibiting ideas and
concepts. Also it would be added to a synchronous
Fig. 6 Simulation in AR of electrical installation at the

telepresence of geographically spread players.

kitchen

9. Discussion and conclusion
Between other uses of Augmented Reality in the
construction sector, as the use of QR codes in projects of
urban planning or interior design, as mention in the body
paper, the proposal AR system can support designers to
use the AR for maintenance and archiving building´s data
for future intervention works. For an ideal life cycle of the
product, it requires the participation of all staff. This work
must be done very carefully, recording all actions in about
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the design and information content as well as changes

Other scopes for AR usability is the integration into

made during construction.

existing tools and data, communication between the
software modules, linking the time schedules to the BIMs,

Therefore there are some open questions about the tool

interaction and visualization of with 4D BIMs, feedback

itself. For QR codes there are still some drawbacks in the

mechanisms

synchronous communication between agents. Soon it will

coordinates, mobile user interface and interaction, notes

be able to use the AR geo referenced through browsers

on tracking methods (combining model based, feature

on mobile phones, such as the platforms Layar or

based and sensor based), client-server implementation,

Wikitude. It is already possible handling with volumetric

optimizations for mobility, and notes for rendering of

buildings schemes. The integration of the processes with

augmented building models. [9]

(reports),

model

placement

in

geo

geospatial technologies, mainly geographic information
systems (GIS), has already shown that it can facilitate the

Thus, mobile AR devices are now one of the most

processes in multiple ways. [7]

promising emerging technologies. [10] Similarly, the
proposed system was also designed to attract a wider

The problem found nowadays is the manipulation of 3D

range of users based on the use of a regular PC and

model files (including BIM ones) contenting lots of

HMD. Apparently, one of the most interesting aspects of

information inserted. The files become each time heavier

the AR development lies in what it seems to reveal to us

so that for all complementary projects like structural or of

about the way designers collaborate.

facilities. [8] Virtual models of the construction sites can
be very complex and consequently mobile devices used
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